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THE SOLUTION FOR BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS FOR TELECOM
COMPANIES

Outline
The Department of Telecom is planning to hold 2G spectrum auction in a bid to determine market price for airwaves. There were concerns that this auction could be limited to existing players in which case the spectrum price could be kept down. Price
from this auction will be used to fix the one-time fee for existing players.
According to the Minutes of the Meeting of the Telecom Commission, all operators
with more than 4.4 Mhz of spectrum will have to pay a one-time fee. The fee will be
imposed with prospective effect and will be based on the auction price.
The Commission has also proposed to impose a retrospective fee for spectrum used
until now from the time it was allocated. This fee will be based on the 3G auction held
in 2010. Price of spectrum in 900 Mhz will be 1.5 times that of spectrum in 1800 Mhz.
This will mean a huge pay out for incumbent players.
The Commission has also proposed to cap the maximum spectrum at 10 Mhz for each
operator in Metro areas and at 8 Mhz for other circles. Once implemented some of the
operators such as Airtel and MTNL could be asked to give back airwaves as they have
over 10 Mhz in a few circles.
(Source: Hindu Business Line)
In summary, while regulators are constantly framing the rules of play, there is a lot of
maneuvering by players and intent of government to extract its perceived fair value.
Challenge for investors is to rapidly and continuously evaluate their ROI with changing market dynamics on a host of fronts. Our offering is to empower decision makers
with the ability to visualize and sense the trends on many fronts as they evaluate
their bottom line ROI.

Solution Offering
CONTINUOUS VALUE
SOLUTION


STATE OF BUSINESS

Analytical Models: A web based tool will be provided that can be deployed intra-net for secure access, analysis and sharing within customer’s own network.
Models are built to cover scenario building within customer’s contextual and
residual intelligence. The presentation of data sets is for each circle. Data sets
can be manipulated to create a number of business case scenarios in anticipation
of dynamic market conditions during the entire business cycle.

REPORT



BUSINESS MODEL

Bid Process Simulator: A multi-player simulator in conjunction with Analyzer
will enable Player’s to build their business strategies for 2G auction process.

ANALYZER



CUSTOMIZATION



CONTINUOUS
VALUE ADD

Further Support: Some scenarios may be beyond the complexity of general
model. Savitar can assist building such scenarios and release custom solutions in
hours or days. Most complex scenarios that require exhaustive computation on
Astra will require more time.
Continuous Value: Astra has built in mechanisms to continuously track the decision stream in form of key performance indicators (KPIs) to benchmark it
against similar competitive settings, comparable internal projects and goals set
at the time of original decision.
Who will Benefit from the solution: Business analysts, 2G Operators- incumbent and new participants, New business models– Wholesale and MVNO operators.

simplifying Decisions for continuous value

IDENTIFY
Identify your goal clearly, or else it is difficult
to assess the quality of the outcome of decision synthesis. And, if you cannot assess that,
you cannot reject a bad decision synthesis or
improve a good one.

DEFINE
A good definition of objectives to achieve the
goal should be based on ground reality and
success of similar actions in history. Right
dimension the objectives to feasible size from
empirical truths, market situation and competition.

ASTRA FOR TELECOM INDUSTRY
How do you test if your continuous set of decisions are working or not? Consider the following four questions-

PLAN

1. The familiarity test: Have we frequently experienced identical or similar situations?

Select inclusive set of stakeholders to develop
a collaborative game plan for greater success.
Set targets for each objective and collectively
evolve a synchronized decision synthesis
process for meeting each target.

2. The feedback test: Did we get reliable feedback in past situations?

SIMULATE
Play out the game plan by creating scenarios–
analyze, optimize and evaluate. Look at the
total picture across domains of activity for
holistic impact.

3. The measured-emotions test: Are the emotions we have experienced in
similar or related situations measured?
4. The independence test: Are we likely to be influenced by any inappropriate personal interests or attachments?
Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman and psychologist Gary Klein , McKinsey
Quarterly in March 2010
According to Dr.Kahneman in the article mentioned earlier, If a situation fails
even one of these four tests, we need to strengthen the decision process to
reduce the risk of a bad outcome. There are usually three ways of doing

DECIDE

this—stronger governance, additional experience and data, or more dialogue

Decide based on the project pro forma created via simulation. Compare scenarios based
on ROI, risk, spend plan and schedule. Verify
if project pro forma meets overall vision and
structure of the corporate.

and challenge. These are the tenets Astra follows.

BENEFITS OF ASTRA
Astra is an improvement over current offerings in the industry by enabling
the organization’s ability to adapt, align and act.

EXECUTE
Operationalize the decision by executing to
the plan. Track the operational success.



Unified communication framework



Common database to facilitate meta data exchange

FEEDBACK



Collaborative teamwork platform



Representation of all organization departments and activities



Functional tools for each domain of a department



Knowledge management system to facilitate contextual planning



Platform to evaluate multiple scenarios



Continuous evaluation and management of decision streams

Store the feedback from execution into
Knowledge Management System to preserve
the context of decision synthesis for contingency actions, enhancements and data archival for future use.

throughout their lifecycle

simplifying Decisions for continuous value

CONSULTING
SOLUTIONS

Savitar Research Group focuses on delivering innovative solutions that give our customers the edge they need to perform
in a competitive market. Our solutions provide a holistic management of decisions and end to end performance. Our solutions span the full range of operations and business of wireless communication service providers and their infrastructure
partners. We differentiate ourselves on innovation, persistent
customer usage of our products and cost/benefit for our customers

simplifying Decisions for continuous value
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